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About This Game

Game Premise

MinSys Corporation, the premiere Inter-Planetary mining company specializing in military grade extraction of T98 mineral.
You were recruited to attend MinSys Corp. prestigious Academy to become a Team Leader in charge of their Xtractor mining
platform deployment . On planetary assignments you will be tasked to deploy and protect the Xtractor mining platform against

enemy drones at all costs.

Are You Up For the Challenge Team Leader ?

Xtractor Defender is a single player RTS Tower Defense with a unique spin on tower defense genre with its Mobile Tower
Units. Mobile Tower Units are vulnerable in mobile configuration and invulnerable in tower configuration. Mobile Tower Units
must escort the Xtractor mining platform to the T98 mineral mining point and protect the Xtractor from enemy drones, while it
mines for the initial energy to build its protection shield. Once the Xtractor as build its shield it is invulnerable to Alien Drones

and your mission is accomplished.

As a Team Leader you will be responsible of deploying Xtractor mining platforms throughout the universe for MinSys
Corporation. Using Mobile Tower Units(MTUs) to protect and escort the Xtractor mining platform(Xtractor), the player will be
in charge of taking time critical decision as to how: to deploy and set his MTUs and when to move them to counter Alien drones

pattern. If the Xtractor is destroyed you will fail your mission. Escorting the Xtractor to the T98 mineral mining point is your
first milestone, once the Xtractor starts mining you will have to protect it from hordes of Alien Drones until it completes its
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shield, when its shield is completed the mission is successful and the Xtractor mining platform is now free to mine the T98
mineral.

At the beginning of each level you will have a set number of MTUs and it's up to the player to use them in the most efficient
ways possible to result in a successful mission. You will have to strategically move and position your allocated MTUs . MTUs

each move at different speed, have different firing ranges, use different type of Ammo it is up to you to optimize the
positioning and movement strategies. Remember when MTUs are in mobile configuration they can be destroyed so be careful
while moving them, the ones you lose are not replace and your job just became more complicated. Each of the 20 levels has

deferent environments and dynamic. The controls are intuitive and the gameplay is challenging.

The game provides the player with a save game option at any point to allow to the player to comeback to the game level without
restarting it.

There are many hours of gameplay in the main storyline, and give players unique starting conditions in each level. Levels one
and two are easy to follow tutorial to familiarize the player with the game controls.

The player will be exposed to a wide variety of enemies Alien Drones over the course of the game; this will force the player to
adapt its defense approach and strategy. The different enemy types will become increasingly stronger an will keep the game

challenging. As the levels progress, the enemies hordes grows in size and are more difficult to defeat and predict. Some patterns
are reactive to player behavior. Alien drones class vary from very small to Titanic with various speeds and toughness.

There is no one way to solve a mission level, it up to player's ingenuity on how to reach success.
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Title: Xtractor Defender
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
Giroka Game Studio
Publisher:
Giroka Game Studio
Release Date: 16 Oct, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Shader Model 2.0 and DirectX 10

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 250 MB available space

Additional Notes: Windows Vista requires, at a minimum, Service Pack 2. For Windows 7 and Windows Vista, elevated
administrator permissions are required. For Windows 10 run in compatibility mode windows 7, elevated administrator
permissions are required.
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